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I. INTRODUCTION

The Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) program is an. -
integrated NRC staff effort to collect available observations and data on
a periodic basis and to evaluate licensee performar.ce based upon this
information. The program is supplemental to normal regulatory processes
used to ensure compliance with NRC rules and regulations. It is intended
to be sufficiently diagnostic to provide a rational basis for ja11ocating
NRC resources and to provide meaningful feedback to the licensee's
management regarding the NRC's assessment of their facility's performance
in each functional area.

An NRC SALP Board, composed of the staff members listed below,. met on
June 13, 1989, to review the observations and data on performance, and to
assess licensee performance in accordance with NRC Manual Chapter 0516,
" Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance." The guidance and-
evaluation criteria are summarized in Section III of this report. The
Board's findings and recommendations were forwarded to the NRC Regional
Administrator for approval and issuance.

This report is the NRC's assessment of the licensee's safety performance
at the Fort Calhoun Station for the period May 1,1988, through April 30, .
1989.

The SALP Board for the Fort Calhoun Station (FCS) was composed of:

J. L. Milhoan, Director, Division of Reactor Projects
L. J. Callan, Director, Division of Reactor Safety
F. J. Hebdon, Director, Project Directorate IV, NRR
R. E. Hall, Deputy Director, Division of Radiological Safety and

Safeguards
-T. F. Westerman, Chief, Reactor Project Section B
P. D. Milano, Project Manager, Project Directorate IV, NRR
P. H. Harrell, Senior Resident I.'spector, Fort Calhoun Station
R. P. Mullikin, Project Engineer, rteactor Project Section B

The following personnel also participated in the SALP Board meeting:

B. Murray, Chief, Reactor Programs Branch
R. E. Baer, Chief, Facilities Radiological Protection Section
W. C. Seidle, Chief, Test Programs Section
J. E. Gagliardo, Chief, Operational Programs Section
J. L. Pellet, Chief, Dperator Licensing Section
H. F. Bundy, Reactor Inspector
N. M. Terc, Emergency Preparedne n Specialist
A. B. Earnest, Physical Security Specialist
L. L. Wheeler, Section Chief, Inspection and Licensing Program Branch
A. Bourn 14, Project Manager, Project Directorate IV, NRR

A. Licensee Activities

1. Major Outaoes

The licensee shut down the plant for refueling on September 27,
1988, and returned it to service on January 29, 1989. This was
the only outage during this assessment period.
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2. License Amendments;,
i

|' During this assessment period, nine Technical Specification
amendments were submitted by the licensee. Someoffthemore

L significant amendments are listed below:

*- Revision of-the reactor coolant system pressure-temperature
limits for heatup and cooldown.

* Changes for Cycle 12 operations.

* Change of minimum allowable temperature for the' safety
injection and refueling water tank

* Change of minimum requirements for operability of the, raw
water system pumps.

3. Major Modifications

The majc : modifications made during this assessment period
include tc.e following:

* Removal of the first stage blading on the main generator
turbine

Extensive remodeling of the control room envelope*

Inna11ation of a reactor coolant system hot leg level*

indicator

* Installation of a diverse scram system

B. Direct Inspection and Review Activities

NRC inspection activity during this SALP evaluation period included
50 inspections performed with approximately 6,065 direct inspection
hours expended. The inspections included an operational safety team
inspection (OSTI), maintenance team inspection, and safety
enhancement program team assessment.

C. Safety Enhancement Program Development and Implementation

During this assessment period, a Safety Enhancement Program (SEP) was
developed by the. licensee. The SEP was generated by the licensee to
address the concerns identified as a result of an appraisal of the
operation and management of the FCS by an independent contractor.
The independent appraisal was initiated in response to problems
identified by NRC personnel during review of the instrument air event
that occurred in July 1987.

.
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In addition, the SEP also includes items identified by the NRC that
Ewould improve the overall effectiveness of.the operation of the
facility. .The SEP encompasses a-wide variety of activities related
to all the functional areas discussed in this assessment feport.

'In April 1989 an NRC assessment team performed an extensive review of
the status of t5e licensee's implementation of the SEP itens. As a
result of the assessment, the team noted that the licensee was making'

satisfactory progress toward implementation of the SEP items. Some
.sEP items may require additional management attention to ensure,

completion in a timely manner.

The team also noted, for those items that have been substantially
completed, that positive indications of improved performance were
apparent. However, the team noted that many $EP items had not been
" institutionalized" to ensure the commitments would be in effect
after the SEP is considered complete. The licensee subsequently
established a corporate SEP policy document and is in the process of
establishing policies and procedures which incorporate the SEP, where
appropriate. The licensee has demonstrated overall progress in
improving their capability to provide management leadership ar.d
oversight of the diverse elements related to the conservative
operation of the FCS.

The NRC will continue to monitor the ireplementation of the SEP.
Additional inspections will be performed during the new SALP period.

II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Overview

The SALP Board concluded that the management and operation of the FCS has
improved during this assessment period. The licensee issued, and is in
the process of implementing, the actions specified in the SEP. The
. reorganization of the Nuclear Operations Division has resulted in
increased management att6ntion to the day-to-day operations of the
facility.

Due to the large number of commitments made by the licensee in the SEP, a
large volume of work has been performed by the licensee. Based on reviews
made at the end of this assessment period, the Board felt that the licensee
was capable of handling the large number of commitments and still manage
day-to-day activities. However, the NRC is concerned with the licensee's

i

workload since many of the commitments are scheduled for completion in the
near future.

New issues,_ viewed by the SALP Board as not bound by the SEP, were
identified. It was the Board's opinion that security management u so
focused on the implementation of the actions in the security upgrace fprogram that daily activities of the security force were neglected. Also, j
the number of licensed operators remain relatively small. j

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ }
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During this SALP period the licensee has improved their capability to
. respond to plant events and technical issues.

Items of improvement included the completion of the training gacility,
overall' plant-appearance, establishment and staffing of the systems
engineering organization, and the establishment of the Nuclear Safety
Review Group that provides an independent review of plant events and
anomalies.

However, the SALP Board concluded that there were areas where improvements
were needed. The licensee should ensure that all personnel follow all
procedures as written or initiate changes as appropriate.

Problems were also identified with the technical content of some
procedures. The technical adequacy of procedures was a concern identified
during the previous assessment period.

For the first time in 3 years, the program has been rated as satisfactory.
However, weaknesses' continued.to be identified with the licensed operator
requalification program.

The audits being performed by QA were found to be compliance-oriented
instead of being performed on an operational safety approach.

The licensee's performance is summarized in the table below, along with
the performance categories from the previous SALP evaluation period.

Previous Present
Performance Performance
Category Category

,'

Functional Area (10/01/86 to 04/30/88 (05/01/88 to 04/30/89)'

A. Plant Operations 2 2

| B. Radiological Controls 3 2

C. Maintenance / Surveillance N/A* 2

D. Emergency Preparedness 2 2

E. Security 2 2

F. Engineering / Technical N/A* 2
Support

G. Safety Assessment / N/A* 2
Quality Verification

H. Maintenance 2 N/A*

I. Surveillance 2 N/A*
,
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JJ. Fire Protection 2- 'N/A*

K. Outages. '2 N/A*
~ I

I" ~.L.LQuality Programs-and
.

'3 N/A*
' Administrative Controis-'

' Affecting Quality:

M. Licensing Activities - 2 N/A*

N. Training;and Qualification 3 N/A*
Effectiveness

s
y

*NRC Manual Chapter 051'6 was revised on June 6,1988. This evaluation was.
performed in.accordance with the. revised manual' chapter. The major change<,

involved restructuring of' the: functional areas.

III.' CRITERIA'

Licensee performance was assessed in seven selected functional areas.
'. ~ Functional areas normally represent ' areas significant to nuclear safety

and the environment. _The following evaluation criteria were used,- as
applicable, to assess each functional area:

A. Assurance of quality including management involvement and control;

B. . Approach to resolution of technical issues from a safety standpoint;

C. Responsiveness to NRC initiatives;

D. - Enforcement history;

E.. Operational events (including response to, analyses of, reporting of,
and corrective actions for);

F. Staffing (including management); and

G .' Effectiveness of training and qualification program.

However,. the NRC is not limited to these criteria and others mry have been
used where appropriate.

Based on the NRC assessment, each functional area evaluated was rated
-according to three performance categories. The definitions of these
performance categortes are as follows:4

1. Category 1. Licensee management attention and involvement are
readily evident and place emphasis on superior performance of nuclear

. safety or safeguards activities, with the resulting performance
substantially exceeding regulatory requirements. Licensee resources

L--__-___-__-_
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are ample and effectively used so that a high level of plant and
personnel performance is being achieved. Reduced NRC attention may
be appropriate.

I
2. Catecory 2. Licensee management attention to and involvement in the

performance of nuclear safety or stfeguards activities is good. The
licensee has attained a level of performance above that needed to
meet regulatory requirements. Licensee resources are adequate and
reasonably allocated so that good plant and personnel performance is
being achieved. NRC attention may be maintained at normal levels.

3. Cateoory 3. Licensee management attention to and involvement in the
performance of nuclear safety or safeguards activities are not
sufficient. The licensee's performance does not significantly exceed
that needed to meet minimal regulatory requirements. Licensee
resources appear to be strained or not effectively used. NRC
attention should be increased above normal levels.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Plant Operations

1. Analysis

The assessment of this area consists of the activities of the
licensee's operations staff. This functional area includes
activities such as plant startup and shutdown, power operation,
system lineups, logging plant conditions, responding to
off-normal conditions, manipulating the reactor and auxiliary
controls, plant housekeeping, and control room professionalism.

This area was inspected on a continuing basis by the NRC
resident inspectors and periodically by other NRC inspectors.
An Operational Safety Team Inspection (OSTI), performed indepth
and comprehensive reviews of the performance of operations
personnel, organizations providing support to the operations
staff, and management oversight of the operation of the FCS.

The plant was operated during this assessment period without an
unplanned manual or automatic reactor trip. The licensee has
not experienced an automatic or unplanned manual trip since
August 1986. On September 27, 1988, the plant commenced a
refueling outage, after completing a continuous power operating
cycle of 477 days that started on June 8,1987.

The licensee maintained a highly experienced and knowledgeable
group cf licensed senior reactor operators (SRO) and reactor
operators (RO). The operations staff was stable during this !

assessment period with a very small turnover rate of licensed I

on-shift operators. Staffing was at a level that permitted the

I
l
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licensee to maintain a six-shift rotation, except for vacation
schedules in the summer months. The use of overtime has not
been a concern.

I
The'11censee's staff currently includes 27 individuals
(14 on-shift and 13 staff personnel) that hold an SRO license
and 10 (8 on-shift and 2 personnel in training) individuals.that
hold an R0 license. However, compared to other plants.in
Region IV, this represents a small pool of licensed on-shift
personnel. The size of the licensed staff was a concern to the
NRC during the previous assessment period and it cor,tinues to be
a concern even though the licensee's operating staff increased
by four SR0s'and two R0s during this assessment period. The
licensee is in the process of adding three additional R0s to the
operator staff and upgrading two R0s to SR0s. The additional
licenses and upgrades are scheduled to be completed in 1989.
The increased number of licensed operators was viewed by the
Board as'a safety enhancement. This would provide an increased
pool of qualified operating staff to respond to operating
challenges, as well as an increased personnel source for eher
positions within the OPPD nuclear divisions.

The licensee has increased the number of authorized operations
positions (licensed and nonlicensed operators) from 50 in early
1988 to the current level of 65 positions. The licensee added
11 personnel during this assessment period and anticipates that
the remaining 4 positions will be staffed by the end of 1989.

During this assessment period, licensed on-shift operators
exhibited a strong and dedicated commitment toward the
performance of their duties. Operations personnel developed and
issued their own professional code of conduct to formally
establish the elements that constitute the level of performance
expected of all professional operators. Plant operators
(licensed and nonlicensed) were aware of plant conditions and
work activities being performed under their control.

,

On a number of occasions during this assessment period,
operations personnel responded to plant perturbations and
prevented the perturbations from leading to more significant
problems that may have caused challenges to safety-related
systems.

A number of problems were identified during this assessment |
period that required management to address the operability of i
equipment and components. TM problems were identified during i
activities related to the licensee's reconstitution of the
design basis, self-initiated reviews, and inspections performed
by NRC personnel. During review of each item, it appeared that g
management took a conservative approach when adoressing 1

problems. |
4
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The-shift supervisors were noted to be involved with the:
management decisions made on the determination of equipment
operability. The involvement of shift supervisors in the;

decisionprocess,aswellastheconservativeapproychfor|-

i determination of equipment operability by management, was not~
! evident during previous assessment periods.

The licensee's reporting of plant events and anomalies was
reviewed on a number of occasions to verify compliance with-

.,. . For each case reviewed, it was10 CFR Parts 50.72 and 50.73.
noted that the reports were timely, conservatively implemented,
and provided the appropriate level of detail.

During this assessment period, isolated problems were identified
with the performance of the operations staff. Most notable 1was
identification of occasional failures by operations personnel-to
use, follow, and change procedures when required. The use of
procedures has been an ongoing concern during this assessment
period, not only in the operations department, but in the.other
FCS organizations. Although no specific problems have resulted
from personnel failing to follow procedures, it is necessary
that management create an attitude and culture for all facility
personnel that ensures-procedural compliante is established,
implemented, and maintained for optimum safe operation,
maintenance, and management of the FCS. A contributing factor
appears to be that personnel are extremely familiar with the
evolutions they perform and do not rely on the instructions
provided in procedures to complete an evolution. Also related
to this concern, is a problem.that many safety-related
procedures do not provide the appropriate level of detail for
performance of a plant evolution. It is recognized that the
licensee is currently. involved in an engoing procedures upgrade-
project.

During performance of the OSTI, NRC inspectors noted that access
to the control board area was not being adequately controlled.
Personnel were randomly entering the controls area without an
obvious reason. The licensee took corrective actions during the
outage by extensive' modification of the control room envelope.
The shift supervisor's office was moved from the rear of the
control room to just inside the main control room intrance.
Requirements for entry into the controls area was established
and implemented by prohibiting entry without the permission of
an on-shift licensed operator.

During previous assessment periods, concerns were identified
with the status of plant labeling, housekeeping, and appearance.
The licensee has completed repainting approximately 40 percent
of the plant (both safety- and nonsafety-related areas),
established a scheme for color coding each plant system,
initiated a new component labeling program using tags that

- -_-- =_- _ _ _ -
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contain the component number and identification description, and
upgraded efforts to improve plant cleanliness. During this
assessment period, only a few items were identified where
housekeepingactivitiesneedeoadditionalmanagemenyattention.

Additional tours of the plant by management and other personnel
are needed. During tours of the plant by NRC inspectors,
numerous items were identified that did not conform to
established requirements or that required additional management
attention.

In the previous assessment period, a concern was identified with
the development and implementation of career paths for licensed
on-shift operators. The licensee has initiated actions to
address this concern.

2. Performance Rating

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended NRC Actions

NRC inspection effort in this area should be consistent
with the core inspection program. Additional attention
should be focused on monitoring the procedural compliance
of the operations staff.

b. Recommended Licensee Actions

Licensee management should devote additional attention to
the apparent problem of personnel not following procedural
requirements. Although this area is currently being
addressed by an item contained in the SEP, it does not
appear that the actions are being implemented in a timely
manner.

In addition to SEP items, additional management attention
should be provided for the hiring and training of personnel
to become licensed operators.

B. Radiological Controls

1. Analysis

The assessment of this functional area consists of activities
directly related to radiological controls, including
occupational radiation safety (i.e. , occupational radiation

_ _ - _ - - _ _
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protection, radioactive materials, contamination controls, )
radiation field control, radiological surveys and monitoring, j
and as low as reasonably achievable programs); radioactive waste

'

management (i.e.,processingandonsitestorageof(aseous,
liquid, and solid waste); radiological effluent controls and
monitoring including gaseous and liquid effluents, offsite dose
calculations, radiological environmental monitoring, and {'confirmatory measurements; and transportation of radioactive
materials (i.e., procurement of packages, preparation for
shipment, periodic maintenance of packagings, and
point-of-origin safeguards activities).

The occupational radiation safety program was inspected six
times, including two team inspections, during this assessment
period by NRC region-based radiation specialist inspectors, in
addition to the routine inspections performed by the NRC
resident inspectors. Violations involving the failure to follow
procedures and failure to submit accurate personnel monitoring
data were identified during this assessment period. An
enforcement conference was held in the NRC's Region IV office on
February 24, 1989, to discuss four violations identified during
a January 1989 inspection. The licensee also visited the
Region IV office on November 18, 1988, to provide status updates
on the radiation protection enhancement program.

One of the items discussed during the enforcement conference was
an event where the licensee identified that individuals entered
a high radiation area without the proper dosimetry. As a result
of this event and previous events of this nature, the plant
manager instituted a stop-work order for all activities in
radiological controlled areas (RCA). All personnel were
required to attend a special training class on radiological
protection practices prior to being allowed to reenter the RCA.
In addition, the licensee also extensively revised the
administrative. controls for the generation and issuance of
radiation work permits. The actions taken by management were
considered to be proactive, conservative, and timely.

The licensee has initiated a radiological protection enhancement
program that addresses the upgrade and improvement of all
functional areas of the radiological controls area,
identi fication of major milestones, and establishment of
completion dates for each item addressed by the program.
Corporate and site management have increased their level of
oversight responsibilities in an effective manner with respect
to the functioning of the radiological controls program. An
extensive reorganization of the radiological and chemistry
organizations was implemented. The two groups were previously
under one supervisor, but the organizational change provided a
supervisor for each group. This organizational change has
increased the visibility of each group and has provided an

_ _ _ _
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experienced supervisor that can concentrate his efforts on his
own' organization. -The licensee has also increased the staffing
in each group. Personnel staffing in the_ radiological' controls
areahasbeenincreasedfrom22to54and,inthec$mistry
. area, from 13 to 19. The experience level and technical
qualifications of.the occupational radiation safety staff has
been significantly improved. The licensee's person-rem exposure
for'1988 was about 20 percent below the PWR national average.
The turnover rate with the radiation protection group was below
15 percent.

The approach to the resolution of technical issues has been'

demonstrated to be technically sound and thorough _ in almost all
cases. Staff personnel have been supplemented with experienced
contractor personnel _to assist in the development and
improvement in the areas of training, dosimetry, respiratory
protection, industrial health, and radwaste management.

'

Radiation protection technical training programs have improved
over the previous assessment period. A plant systems training
program has been implemented for radiation protection personnel.

The licensee's radiochemistry and water chemistry programs were
inspected once during the assessment period. No violations were
identified. Confirmatory measurements were performed on water
chemistry samples and the results were found to be within the
expected industry performance levels. The licensee's level of
performance in this area appears to be satisfactory.

The licensee's transportation program was inspected once during
this assessment period. No violations were identified. The
licensee has maintained an adequate program during this
assessment period. The licensee shipped, by rail, two large
contaminated reactor coolant pump motors to an offsite vendor
for overhaul and testing. The attention provided by the
licensee's staff to detail and quality control surveillance
involved with this shipment indicated that management
involvement and control of activities were well established,
controlled, and implemented.

The radiological waste management area was inspected once during
this assessment period. No violations were identified. The
licensee's control of liquid and gaseous effluents and the solid
waste processing program is a well managed program area. The
radiological environmental monitoring program was not inspected
during this assessment period.

The licensee has supplemented the routine quality assurance
audit functions performed by corporate personnel with appraisals
performed by consultants. These appraisals have been directed
at both worker performance and management involvement to improve
the radiation protection program.

d
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| The licensee's performance in the radiological. controls area has' (
L . steadily increased in effectiveness. During the. previous

-assessment period, concerns were identified with management
oversight of.the activities:related to this functior|al area and
the performance of inadequate audits. It appears that the .
lice.nsee has adequately addressed these concerns, No problems
were identified in these areas during this assessment period.

Toimprovetheperformanceoftheradiblogicalprotectionand
chemistry groups, the licensee commenced construction of a
chemistry / radiological protection.lo.cker room'and a radiological
waste storage building.-

The.l_icensee'is actively addressing the concerns and problems
identified in this functional area through.the issuance of items
in the SEP.

Overall, corporate and plant management attention to the
concerns identified in this functional area has been evident.
It appears that the licensee is identifying their own problems

.

and are taking actions to correct the problems. The root cause
. identification of problems has been adequate but results in
occasional repet4 tion of events. Licensee management-is
actively recruiting experienced personnel to fill'the vacant
positions remaining in their staffing upgrade efforts. The
resolution of technical problems is generally timely and
improvements are generally sound.

2. performance Rating

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended NRC Actions

The NRC inspection effort in this area should be consistent

with the core inspection program.

b. Recommended Licensee Actions

The licensee should continue the on going efforts towar'd
improvement in the radiological controls area by completion
of the implementation of the radiological protection
enhancement program actions identified in the SEP, and by

,

continuing to stress improvement in procedural compliance 1

and self-identification of problems.

..

B
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: C. Maintenance / Surveillance

1. Analysis

I
This-functional area includes all activities associated with
either diagnostic, predictive, preventive, or corrective

.

maintenance of plant structures, systems, and components;
procurement, control, and storage of components, including
qualification controls; installation of plant modifications; and
maintenance of the plant physical condition. It includes
conduct of all surveillance (diagnostic) testing activities as
well as inservice testing and inspection activities.

This functional area was periodically inspected by NRC
region-based inspectors and on a routine basis by the NRC
resident inspectors. In addition to the routir.e inspection
program, three special team inspections were performed. An OSTI
was performed to evaluate the adequacy of support being provided
to operations personnel in'the areas of maintenance and
surveillance. A maintenance team inspection (MTI) was performed
to provide an indepth and comprehensive review of the
maintenance organization and their activities. The
nondestructive examination (NDE) mobile van from NRC's Region I
office was on site to perform an inspection focused on the
licensee's inservice inspection activities.

During this assessment period, the licensee maintained a very
stable and well qualified maintenance work force with little
turnover, except for the I&C. area. The turnover rate in the I&C
area has been higher than any other area and has resulted in an-
overall decrease in the experience. level (average of
approximately 2 years) and effectiveness in this group. No
maintenance-forced outages were experienced during this
assessment period. The skill and long-term stability of the
craft, with the exception of the I&C group, are considered
strong points which has overcome the poor quality of procedures. |

The OSTI team noted a positive, professional attitude of
maintenance personnel toward the performance of their
responsibilities. In the area of surveillance, the licensee has
assigned a dedicated individual to track the timely completion
of surveillance tests.

The licensee has taken actions to increase the level of staffing
for the maintenance group during this assessment period. An
addition of 25 personnel has been made to the staff. The
personnel were added to the crafts and maintenance planning
staffs.

To improve communications between all plant and corporate
I organizations, the licensee issues a daily plan-of-the-day (P0D).
! The POD has been a significant factor in the distribution of

.
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information related to maintenance and surveillance activities.
The POD provides a prioritized listing of the maintenance and
surveillance activities to be performed each day. At the POD
meetingheldeachmorning,areviewoftheprevious@ay's
activities is performed to verify that all previously assigned !
activities were completed. Since the POD was initiated, problems I
have not occurred with the timely completion of surveillance 1

tests.

The licensee IIas reduced the backlog of nonoutage, corrective
maintenance' orders.(MO) to approximately 3500 hours. At the
beginning of.this assessment period, the MO backlog was
approximately 4500 hours This action represents a concentrated
effort by the licensee to provide attention to components and
equipment requiring maintenance. ~he maintenance group
prioritizes the work based on the safety significance of the
component or equipment.

During performance of the OSTI, problems were noted with the
administrative controls of the M0 process. The problems

'included activities related to the preparation, implementation,
and review of MOs.

The MTI indicated that, while the maintenance program at the FCS
was viewed as weak in areas, the SEP (when fully implemented)
appeared to address all areas of concern. In particular, the
MTI results indicate that, while the program is being improved,
implementation, as could be expected, lags program development
activities.

The MTI noted that the licensee did not have programs fully
implemented to address the root cause and failure analysis
process. It appeared that adequate predictive and preventive
maintenance programs could not be effectively established

,

without comprehensive root cause and failure analysis processes.'

These processes are currently being developed.

The performance of surveillance testing by the licensee was
reviewed on a routine basis by the NRC resident inspectors and

| by NRC region-based inspectors. The results of an inspection
performed during plant startup indicated that the licensee had
implemented an adequate startup testing program staffed by
experienced personnel. However, the NRC inspectors noted that
the licensee did not implement an independent review for the
processing of data obtained from core physics testing. It
appeared that the licensee relied on the capabilities of each
individual without the benefit of an independent data check. As
a result, the NRC inspectors identified calculational errors in
the licensee's physics testing results.

.
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During this' assessment period, problems were identified with
procedural compliance. As discussed in the functional area of
Plant Operations, the licensee.has experienced problems with
proceduralcompliancebyallonsiteorganizations.~[Ithppears
that this problem exists due to over familiarity of personnel
with.the tasks they are performing.

'
-j
'

(I 'In the last assessment period, concerns were identified with
scheduling and implementation of surveillance tests based on the
issuance of T5 amendments. It appeared that the licensee
provided adequate. corrective actions for these concerns as no
problems were noted in these areas.

Overall, management involvement and control of maintenance and
surveillance activities indicated evidence of prior. planning and,

identification of priorities. . Corrective actions were generally
talen to address problems identified.by the licensee and the
NRC. Processes for root cause and failure analysis'are under.
development and full implementation has not been achieved.

2. Performance Rating

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended NRC Actions

The NRC inspection effort in this functional area should be
consistent with the core inspection program. Additional
inspections by NRC resident and region-ossed inspectors
should focus' on the performance of personnel conducting
maintenance and surveillance field activltles.

b. Recommended Licensee Actions

In addition to the SEP, licensee management should focus
their attention on ensuring that personnel performing
safety-related activities complete the tasks in accordance
with the procedures, as written, or change procedures when
required.

D. Emergency preparedness

1. Analysis

This functional area includes activities related to the
establishment and implementation of the emergency plan and
implementing procedures, such an onsite and offsite plan
development and coordination, support and training of onsite and

|

|
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offsite emergency response organizations, licensee performance
during exercises and actual events that test emergency plans,
administration and implementation of the' plan (both during.,

drills and actual events), notification, radiological exposure
control,. recovery, protective actions, and interactions with
ensite and offsite emergency response organizations durirq.

exercis'es and actual events.

Two emergency preparedness inspections were included in this
assessment. One inspection consisted of observation of the
annual. emergency exercise and the other inspection reviewed the
operational status of the emergency preparedness program. .The
second inspection to review the operational status of the
emergency preparedness program was completed approximately two
weeks after the end of the assessment period. Region IV.
management made a decision to delay this inspection based on
scheduling conflicts.

Significant weaknesses were identified during the 1988 emergency
preparedness exercise. During the exercise, the NRC inspection
team identified several instances of failure to establish and
maintain adequate information flow, inappropriate assignment of
priorities, lack of adequate control and coordination,
inadequate appropriation of responsibilities, failure to
properly classify an emergency condition, poor reentry team
briefings, poor personnel accountability methods, failure to
follow procedures, and deficient radiological controls. These
findings indicated that the licensee needed to make substantial

. improvements in their emergency response. program.

; A. meeting was. held at the Region IV office on July 28, 1988.
This meeting was held to discuss the exercise weaknesses
identified during the July 1988 exercise. The licensee's:

positive response to NRC initiatives was evident in their
| commitment to improve their entire emergency preparedness

program. The licensee has added a permanent onsite supervisor
and a clerk to their emergency planning staff. The licensee has
maintained an adequate emergency planning staff to permit
implementation of their program. The licensee is presently

L
'

pursuing the development of a revised training program for
emergency. response personnel; a complete evaluation, review, and''

rewriting of their emergency plan implementing procedures; and
an evaluation of the structure of their emergency response
organization to make it consistent with procedures and training.

The licensee has promptly submitted changes to their emergency
plan and implementing procedures to the NRC and has maintained a

,

working contact with offsite support agencies. Their emergency
facilities were found to be well equipped. Interviews conducted
during the inst inspection with emergency responders indicated
that their training program was effective since emergency

.
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response personnel demonstrated adequate overall knowledge of
their duties and responsibilities. The licensee has improved
their independent audit program by adding auditors from another'

nuclear facility that have experience in emergency (preparedness.
A review of their last audit, conducted in March 1989, showed
that quality assurance auditors performed an independent audit
with adequate scope and depth.

2. Performance Rating

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended NRC Actions

The NRC inspection effort should be consistent with the
core inspection program and attention should be focused,
during the 1989 exercise, on followup of corrective actions
for the previously identified weaknesses,

b. Recommended Licensee Actions

Licensee management should continue to provide strong
support for the emergency preparedness program. The
licensee should closely monitor remedial actions for
weaknesses identified during the 1988 exercise to prevent
recurrence.

'E Security.

1. Analysis

This functional area includes all activities that ensure the
security of the plant including all aspects of access control,
security background checks, safeguards information protection,
and fitness-for-duty activities and controls.

Inspections were conducted by region-based physical security
inspectors on five occasions during this assessment period and
on an ongoing basis by the NRC resident inspectors. Violations

,

were identified that involved inadequate compensatory measures, '

failure to maintain isolation zones free of obstructions, !
failure to report security events, failure to control safeguards

! information, inadequate access controls, and inadequate control
| of keys. These types of violations have been identified during
| previous assessments of the security program. Management
; meetings were held with licensee representatives in the
! Region IV office on September 22, 1988, and January 19, 1989, to

_ - _ - _ _ _
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discuss-the security program that was developed by the licensee
to address the identified security problems.

ThelicenseehasbeeninvolvedinamajorupgradeoNtheentire
security program during .this assessment period. In June 1988,
the licensee hired a consultant to perform an indepth review of
the security program. The consultant identified significant

. problems related to security staffing, training, qualified
first-line supervisory personnel, personnel communications,
quality assurance surveillance of security programs, security
program documentation, and personnel morale. Since the review
was completed, the licensee has initiated a comprehensive
program to correct the identified problems. .The licensee has
not.provided strong oversight and closely monitored the
scheduled completion dates of upgrade activities being
accomplished by contractors.

- The security upgrade program involved a major organizational
restructuring of the security organization. The changes have

. been too recent to evaluate their impact. The selection of
first-line supervisors was completed in late February 1989.
These first-line supervisors are security shift supervisors that
are assigned to each security shift. This individual provides
the on-shift presence of a manage int representative and. serves-
to provide a continuous oversight of the performance of the
security force. This approach has resulted in improved
performance by each security shift. Two key security management
positions were filled in late March 1989.

Besides the addition of a security shift supervisor to each
shift, the licensee has also added 35 personnel to the security
staff. All security personnel are presently' armed individuals.
Having a staff of armed guards has appeared to solve some of the
licensee's problems related to inadequate compensatory measures.

The licensee's focused attention to the security upgrade effort j
may have distracted licensee management's attention from the
day-to-day operations of the security force and contributedoto
many of the problems and violations identified during this SALP j
period. Many of the violations were self-identified and the j

effectiveness of the licensee's corrective actions indicated
positive.results within the last 3 to 4 months of this
assessment period. The licensee's solutions to problems have
been technically sound, but completion of the upgraded programs
and systems has been slow. The licensee has been generally
responsive to NRC initiatives. 1

At the end of this assessment period, the licensee appeared to
have a sufficient number of supervisors, fully qualified
security officers, and support personnel assigned to the
security organization to comply with the appropriate regulatory

J

j
i
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i requirements. However, the transition to a fully-staffed
security organization has not been completed. During the past
3 to 4 years, there has. Deen a high turnover rate in the
managers for the security _ program. These frequent n$nagement
changes have resulted in the failure to establish a well

,

organized security program. 'Notwithstanding the problems '

associated with the security program, the security force has-
operated at an acceptable level of performance. The training
and qualifications of the security staff appear to be adequate.
The-licensee's attention and involvement with nuclear security
was evident as demonstrated by program improvements concerning
the. classification, logging, and reporting of security events in
the first quarter of 1989.

On April 24, 1989, the licensee implemented a fitness-for-duty
program that includes random drug and alcohol testing for all
licensee and contractor personnel that have unescorted access to
the nuclear facility. No personnel problems with respect to the
licensee's fitness-for-duty program were identified during this
assessment period.

2. performance Rating

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended NRC Actions

The NRC inspection effort should include the core
inspection program along with regional initiatives to
inspect the security program upgrade activities.

b. Recommended Licensee Actions

Licensee management should continue to provide strong
support to the implementation of the corrective actions
identified in the security upgrade program. Close
monitoring of the completion of the upgraded security
hardware program currently in process may be required to
ensure timely completion. Additional attention should be
provided by management to continue to ensure effective
day-to-day operation of the security force.

F. Engineering / Technical Support

1. Analysis

The assessment of this area includes all licensee activities
associated with the design of plant modifications; engineering

,

i,

1
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and technical' support for operations, outages, maintenance,
testing,. surveillance,.and procurement activities; training;
configuration management; and fire protection / prevention.

This functional area was inspected on an ongoing basis by the
NRC resident inspectors, by NRC region-based personnel, and by
the OSTI and MTI teams.

The licensee has taken actions to strengthen their design change
control process during this assessment period. The changes made
by the licensee were performed based on the results of a Safety
System Outage and Modification Inspection (SSOMI) performed in-
1985. No problems were noted with the modification instructions
that were issued and the modifications installed during this
assessment period. The modification packages reviewed by NRC
personnel were complete, concise, and contained the appropriate-
elements.

During this assessment period, the plant entered a refueling
outage. During reloading of fuel assemblies, one assembly
became stuck. Operations personnel acted quickly to free the
stuck assembly. The NRC resident inspectors observed numerous
selected activities of the refueling evolutions and noted that
operations personnel performed the refueling tasks in a
professional manner.

The licensee inspected the tubes in both steam generators using
eddy-current testing techniques during the refueling outage.
The testing indicated that no tubes required plugging. This was
the second refueling outage in a row where no steam generator
tubes were plugged. The principal reason for not experiencing
problems with steam generator tubes appears to be due to the
strict secondary water chemistry program established by the
licensee.

In the previous assessment period, the licensee experienced a
major event-where water from the fire water system was
inadvertently introduced into the instrument air system. The
introduct'.on of water caused the operability of the large number
of components and equipment serviced by instrument air to be
questionable. As a result of the event, the licensee identified
64 corrective actions to be taken to verify that the instrument
air system met the design basis, as described in the Updated
Safety Analysis Report. During the refueling outage, the
licensee completed all of the remaining actions related to the
instrument air system upgrade.

During this assessment period, the licensee initiated a program
to reconstitute the design basis for the safety-related systems
installed at the FCS. Ar, a result of the licensee's efforts, a
number of design basis problems have been identified by the

,
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- engineering group. The licensee's response to the problems has
i been timely, conserva'..ve, and effective. Other technical

issues were addressed by the engineering organization in
addition to the items identified by the reconstitute
and the technical resolution of these items was time |on programly and
adequate in each case.

L
The licensee established an onsite systems engineering group
during this assessment period. The group was established to
assign specific systems to an individual that serves as the
primary interface for all actions performed cn the individual's
assigned system. The individual is responsible for oversight of
actions on each system such as maintenance, surveillance,
modification, operation, and testing. The establishment of the
systems engineering approach creates a systems expert for each
of the systems. This approach has proven to be highly effective
in-the resolution of identified system problems.

The staffing of the systems engineering group was supplemented
i

by contractors at the end of the assessment period. '

Approximately half.of the engineers were in training that was
specifically established for the engineers. The licensee
increased the staffing for all engineering organizations from
123 to 213 personnel during this assessment period.

During performance of the OSTI, NRC inspectors identified
problems with the method used by the engineering organization to
control the' installation of temporary modifications. The
licensee took immediate actions to resolve the problems.

Problems with the technical content of procedures were
identified by the NRC resident and region-based inspecters,- and
the MTI and OSTI teams. During the previous assessment period,
concerns were also identified with the technical content of
procedures. .

The licensee has established a program for upgrading all
safety-related procedures, including technical content. This
program is currently in progress. The program was established i

to revise all safety-related procedures, approximately 3000, to {
provide the proper technical content, verify that the procedures

'

can be performed as written, and perform a validation and
verification by the procedure user.

A number of recurring problems in the fire protection area were I
identified, such as not establishing hourly fire watch patrols j
when required and the inoperability of fire barriers. In the )
early part of 1989, the licensee hired a consultant to perform j
the functions of a dedicated fire protection engineer and to 1

address fire protection problems. On two occasions during this
assessment period, fires occurred in the plant that required the

,

|

|
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L. response'of the fire brigade; In both cases, the fire brigade .7
|

L,
''

responded in a' timely. manner and quickly extinguished the fire.
|

L Areviewofwelding.andNDEactivitiesindicatedth(tthe
'

'

licensee has taken actions.to develop, issue, and implement a
comprehensive welding program, and to add. experienced personcolu

h- to the staff with welding expertise. Although concerns were
;

identified with the welding program during this assessment '

period, the concerns appeared to'be minor.
I

During this assessment period, the licensee's licensed operator
requalification program was rated satisfactory; however, the '
margin of success was slight in that|the failure of one
additional individual'of'the 13 operators taking the
requalification examination would have caused the program to be-
rated unsatisfactory. This was the first time in the last
3 years that the program had been rated as satisfactory.
problems in the area of licensed operator training continue to

- be identified by NRC personnel involving. training material,
operator' input tc. training, and analysis. of training needs. It

appears that management responsible for the support of operator
training continues to wait for the NRC to identify and solve
problems, rather than taking a proactive approach toward
identification and resolution of problems.

The replacement examination program exhibited good performance.
- Of the ten individuals'that took replacement examinations, all
ten passed and were licensed.

A review of the licensee's nonlicensed training programs'was
perfor.ned by an NRC region-based inspector. The review noted
that it~ appeared that the licensee had implemented a
comprehensive and effective' training program. However, the OSTI
team identified concerns with electrical safety training for
plant personne] and those concernt are currently being addressed

_

by the licensee.

The licensee completed the construction of a new training center
in January 1989. The training center represents a substantial'

investment to upgrade the training facilities for the FCS. The
licensee is in the process of constructing a plant-specific
simulator, which should be fully oper~ational by June 1990.

2. performance Rating

This licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

.
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3. Board Recommendations

a. Recommended HRC Actions
t

The NRC inspection effort in this area should be consistent
with the core inspection program. Additional inspections

"should be performed in the area of licented operator-
training to verify that actions are being-implemented to
improve the quality of the program. In addition, the NRC
should monitor the performance of the licensee during the
transition period when contractor personnel are phased out.
Also, further inspections should be performed in the areas
.of welding and NDE to assess implementation of the
licensee's; program.

b. Licensee Action.

In addition to the SEP, the licensee should focus
additional management attention'in the areauof the. licensed
operator requalification program to implement the necessary
actions to maintain a satisfactory program and to improve
the oversight of the program to ensure that the licensee
identifies programmatic problems rather that relying on the
NRC to identify the problems.

G. Safety Assessment /Oua11ty Verification

1.. Analysis

The assessment of this functional area includes all licensee
review activities associated with the implementation of licensee

. safety policies; licensee activities related to amendment,
exemption, and relief requests; response to NRC Generic Letters,
Bulletins, and Information Notices; and resolution of TMI items
and other regulatory initiatives. It also includes activities

,

related to the resolution of safety issues, 10 CFR Part 21 J

assessments, safety committee and self-assessment activities,
analyses of industry's operational experience, root cause
analyses of plant events, use of feedback from plant quality
assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) reviews, and
participation in self-improvement programs. It includes the
effectiveness of the licensee's quality verification function. in-
identifying and correcting substandard or anomalous performance,
in identifying precursors of potential problems, and in

,

! monitoring the overall performance of the plant.
i

This functional area was inspected on a routine basis by the NRC I;

L resident inspectors, NRC region-based inspectors during i

performance of the routine inspection program, and the OSTI

i

!
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team. The focus of the OSTI team was to perform a review of the
activities in this functional area that affected plant
operations.

IThe licensee was responsive to the need to provide necessary
support for license and amencment applications. Althcugh the-
quality of the request and supporting information for the
Cycle 12 reload application and approval of the internal vessel
monitoring system were adequate, actions were required by NRR to
obtain additional supplemental information so the NRC staff
could review the submittals. However, when the licensee
provided a response to NRC Generic Letter 88-17, "Less of Decay
Heat Removal," it was noted that the submittal was timely ,vell
documented, and only minor clarifications were necessary.

The licensee upgraded their capabilities to perform safety
assessments by expanding and strengthening the membership of the
PRC and the Safety Audit and Review Committee (SARC), the
licensee's offsite review group. Tha membership of the PRC was
changed to include individuals such as the Manager, Nuclear
Safety Review Group; Supervisor, Systems Engineering; and
Manager, Quality Assurance and Quality Control, The SARC
membership was changed by the addition of oualified outside
consultants that have had. extensive experience in the operation,
management, and regulatory oversight of nuclear facilities. The
changes were viewed as a positive step toward increasing the
safety oversight capability of these two groups.

To provide an additional independent safety review of plant
problems, the licensee has established and staffed the Nuclear
Safety Review Group (NSRG). The function of this group is to
independently review plant events and other items as directed by
the Manager, NSRG. Based on the results of reviews, the NSRG
identifies root causes, makes recommendations for correction of
the prob'.rms, and verifies that the corrections are
appropriately implemented. The NSRG has performed reviews of
plant problems and issued a report on their findings. However,
all permanent members of the NSRG have not yet been selected and
trained. Due to the incomplete permanent staff'ng of the group,
a complete evaluation of the group's effectiveness could not be
performed during this assessment period.

In addition to formation of the NSRG, the licensee also
strengthened their capability for safety assessment and quality
verification by increasing the staff for the QA and QC
organizations from 19 to 27 personnel. A staffing increas2 of
seven personnel was also made in the nuclear licensing and,

I industry affairs group.

During this assessment period, reviews were performed of the
activities of the onsite QA organization. The reviews revealed

I
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'/' that the audits and surveillance performed by the -QA group were
compliance-oriented rather than based on an operational-safety
approach. Also noted during reviews of the QA program, was a
problem with the licensee's. definition'of significant deficiencies.'

LThe threshold for identifying'a deficiency as'significant was
.

' ' - 1

established at such a high level by the' licensee that deficiencies [
were rarely classed as significant. For this reason, the additional
management review required for significant deficiencies was not

~being performed.

LERs adequately described the maior aspects.of each event, including
component or system failures that contributed to the event and the
significant corrective actions taken or planned to prevent

.

rerrence. Although the reports are generally well written and'->

, ,

' et; to understand, the quality of the reports could be improved.
Dwing review of LERs, it appeared that the same types of events are
recurring, which implies that inadequate corrective actions are'

being taken in response to plant events.

During A previous assessment period, problems were noted in the
r areas : f commitment tracking and the implementation of corrective

actions to be taken in response to a plant event. It appears that
'the licensee took adequate corrective actions to address.these
issues since no problems were noted during this assessment priod.

Overall. it appears that the involvement.and oversight by management
of the activities related to this functional area were evident with
indications of. prior planning and assignment Of priorities. The
licensee's resolution of t' chnical issues indicated that issues weree
clearly understood, conservative, timely conipleted, and technically
sound. With' respect to responsiveness to NRC initiatives, the
licensee's actions tsere timely, generally sound and thorough, and ,
acceptable resolutions were generally provided. The licensee's
efforts to increase the staffing in the organizations responsible
for the performance of activities in this area is notable. It is

apparent that experienced and knowledgeable personnel have been
added'to the licensee's steff.

u

2. Performance Rating

' The licer.see is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in this
,

. functional area. .

'
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\ corapliance-oriented rather than based on an operational- afety
that the audi.ts and surveillance performed by the QA gro were

[
'

pproach. Also noted during reviews of the QA program was a
oblem with the licensee's definition of significarft

,; de iciencies. The threshold for identifying a defi ency as 'q.sighficantwas.establishedatsuchahighlevelb 1 the licensee '

.

that. deficiencies were rarely classed as signific t. For this
reason, the additional management review require for
signific tdeficiencieswasnotbeingperforme/.
LERs'adeq'uat ly described the. major aspects ~ each event,.
including com. nent or system failures that contributed to the
event andLthe- gnificant correc?ive actio s taken or planned to
prevent recurren Although the report are generally well.

:writton,and easy . understand,thequaJityofthereportscould
be improved. Durin review of LERs, 14 appeared that the same
types of events are . curring which , plies that inadequate
correctiveactionsarkbeingtaken n response to plant events.

During the previous asse ment p riod, problems were noted in
the areas of comt.:itment t ckir and the implementation of
corrective actions to be ta e in response to a plant event. It
appears that the licensee to A adequate corrective actions to
address these' issues since .o roblems were noted during this
assessment period.

Overall, it appears th the iny ement and oversight by
management of the act ities rela to this functional area
were evident with i ications of pr r planning and assignment
of priorities. Ho ever, there were large number of LERs and
violations in th functionalareaashmparedwiththeother
areas. Correct ve actions were usually aken but weak root
cause determi tions occasionally resulte in repetitien of
events. The icensee's resolution of tech ical issues indicated
that issue were clearly understood, conser tive, timely
completed and technically sound. With respe t to
responsi eness to NRC initiatives, the license 's actions were
timely generally sound and thorough, and accept le resolutions
were nerally provided. The licensee's efforts increase the
staf ing in the organizations responsible for the p rformance of
act vities in this area is notable. It is apparent at
e erienced and knowledgeable personnel have been adde to the

censee's staff.

2. performance Rating i

The licensee is considered to be in Performance Category 2 in
this functional area.

]
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i1 |3. Recommendation's
'

a. NRC Actions'
I

The level of NRC inspection effort in this functional area
should be. consistent with the core inspection program. In

. addition, NRC inspections should be conducted on the-
licensee's audit' program.

o
,

b. Licensee Actio,ns

The licensee should provide additional management attention-
to the completeness and technical content of submissions
made to NRR in response to NR"-identified initiatives and
TS amendment requests. initiated by the licensee;
Additional management attention is required to ensure that
appropriate correttive actions are taken as a result of
plant events. Licensee management should provide timely
training and staffing of the NSRG to provide an independent
review group to address the root causes'of plant problems.

V. Supportinn Data and Summaries
,

A. Enforcement Activity

The SALP Board reviewed the enforcement history for the period of
May~1, 1988, through April 30, 1989. The review included the
deviations, violations, and emergency preparedness weaknesses
provided in Table 1. Escalated enforcement conferences, and the
results, held during this' assessment period are listed below:

* On June 8, 1988, an enforcement conference was held to discuss
the issues related to installation of inadequate check valves
for the air accumulators for the SIRWT level controllers. Also
discussed at this meeting, was the loss of containment integrity
due to a cap missing on an instrument test tee. As a result of
this meeting, two Severity Level III violations were issued with
an aggregate Civil Penalty of $50,000.

' On August 11, 1988, an enforcement conference was held to
discuss the issues related to the licensee's submittal of i

nonconservative thermal margin / low pressure (TM/LP) setpoints
for the Cycle 11 operating cycle. As a result of the
conference, one Severity Level III and one Severity Level IV
violation were issued. No civil penalty was imposed.

Dn February 24, 1989, an enforcement conference was held to*

discuss the concerns related to radiological control practices.
,

As a result of the enforcement conference three violations were i

issued: two Severity Level IV and one Severity Level V.

.
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On April 12, 1989, an enforcement conference was held to discuss*

problems identified in the area of security. The results of the
conference had not been published by the end of this assessment
period. |

B. Confirmatory Action Letters

On July 11, 1988, a confirmatory action letter was issued to document
the actions to be taken by the licensee to address the
nonconservative TM/LP setpoints generated for the Cycle 11 operating
cycle.

i

C. 10 CFR Part 21 Reports Submitted by Licensee

No Part 21 reports were submitted by the licensee during this
assessment period.

i
i

1

i
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|
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TABLE 1

ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY

I

NO. OF VIOLATIONS ENFORCEMENT
FUNCTIONAL IN SEVERITY LEVEL ACTION

AREA WEAKNESSES (1) DEV V IV III NOT ISSUED

A. Plant Operations 4(2)

B. Radiological Controls 1 4

C. Maintenance / Surveillance 1 6(2) 1 2

C. Emergency Preparedness 15

E. Security 7 6

F. Entkeering/ Technical 2 2 19 2

Su brt

G. Safety Assessment / Quality 11
Verification

TOTAL 15 2 4 51 3 8

(1) Applicable only to the emergency preparedness program.

(2) Includes Violation 285/8913-01 which has an example in both Plant Operations
and Maintenance / Surveillance

.

-__-_____
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SALP MEETING SL'!HARY -

a-

( Date: : July 13, 1989
'

Licensee: Omaha-PublicPowerDistrict(OPPD)
~

t , . ,

Q, -Facility: FortCalhounStation(FCS) !

. License:, DPR-40

Docket: 50-285

: SUBJECT:- SALP MEETING AT FCS EMERGENCY OPERATING FACILITY
1

On July'13, 1989, the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, members of the.
-'. Region IV staff.. and NRR representatives met with ' representatives of OPPD in.

an open meeting at the FCS Emergency Cporating Facility to discuss the SALP.
,a Board Report covering the period May 1,1988, through April 30, 1989.

.
*

.

After; opening remarks by the Regional Administrator, the Director, Division of
. Reactor Projects, presented each of the functional areas evaluated.in the SALP.' '-

Board Report using Attachment 1 as an outline. The OPPD Senior Vice President,

f and other licenne representatives discussed ~ planned actions to improve
performance and/or- respond to NRC recommendations in each of the SALP
categories.+

0 Attachmer.ts:
1. NRC Material Presented'at Meeting
2. Principal Attendees

|

b,,

+ |
1

l
!
j
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ATTACH! TNT 1,

;

AGEEA

INTRODUCTION RGERT D. PARTIN, REGICNAL

ADMINISTRATE, fitC REGION IV

SALP PRESENTATION JAPES L. MIDDAN, DIRECTT,

DIVISIm m REACTm PROICTS,

fitC REGION IV

0%HA FLTLIC POWER DISTRICT LICDISEE MANAGEENT AIO STFF

RESFCNSE AND CGtENTS

CLOSIts PE%RKS RTERT D. IVRTIN

.
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IFFIDE LIGNSEE PERFmf1 ANT

PRWIE A PEDIANihM FOR FOCUSItE ATTBITION

CN DERALL LI !EE MANAGEENT EFFECTIVENESS

'

PROVIE A BASIS Fm ALLOCATION OF EC RESQRES

IlfRWE EC RESULATmY PROGRAM
I

k

|
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FECFmMANCE AN#1YSIS AREASER FmT CAlHIM SIKrim

1. PLANT (PERATIONS

2. RADIG.061 CAL CQUROLS

3, MINIDUKE/SlRVEILLANI

4. ENNEEY PIEPAE5ESS

5. EDRITY

6. EN65EDtilESEDMICAL StPPmT
|

7. SWETY AN>ENT/QlALriY VERIFICATION

.
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|
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EVAltlATIm GITBR
1

1. ASSLRAfCE 7 QijALITY, INCLUD!fE 19NEEENT IlWOLVEEhT |
:

At0 CONTROL

2. APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION AlO RES(LLITim 0F TECHNICAL

ISSUES FRGi A SAFETY STMEPOINT

3. RESPONSIVENESS TO IRC IhlTIATIVES

4. Eff0RCEENT HISTORY

5. CPERATICNAL EVENTS (I!CLllDING RESPONSE TO, ANALYSIS OF,

REPmTIlE 7, AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR)

5. STTRIMS (INCLl! DING MANAGEffNT) |

7. trrtCTIVEESS OF TRAINING AND DJALIFICATION PROGRAM |

'

4

1

i

)
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o EEILGELABEA. FEE @T;ANCE CATEGmY

CATEGmY 1

' LICENSEE MANAGENNT ATTENTION AND I?NOLVEENT AE EADILY

EVIEDIT #0 PLACE EFFHASIS ON SUPERIOR PERFUNNE E

NUCLEIR SAFEiY OR SN'EGUARDS AC11VITIES, WITH TE RESULTING

PERFORMANCE SUBSTANTIALLY EXCEEDING EGULATORY REQJIREP9TS.

LICBGEE PESOURES ARE APPLE MlD tttedl\E.Y USED S0 THAT A

HIGH LEVEL OF PLANT Al0 PERS0MEL PERFORMANCE IS EING

ACHIEVED. REDUCED Mtc ATTENIION l%Y EE APPRTRIATE.

'

!

!
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CATFF,0RY 2

LICBEE MANAGE? BIT ATIENTION TO AIO INVQ.VEENT IN TE

PERFORMANCE 7 f0 CLEAR SAFETY OR SAFEGUARDS ACTIVITIES ARE

GCOD. 11E LICENSEE HAS ATTAltED A LEVEL OF PERFmMANCE ABOVE

THAT TEED TO EET REGULATmY REQlIREENTS. LICENSEE RESQRCES

/FE ADEQ3 ATE AND REASWAELY ALLOCATED SO THAT GOOD PLANT AND

PERSGfEL PERFmMANCE IS EING ACHIEVED. fRC ATTENTION MAY BE

PAlllTAIED AT IGMAL LEVELS.

.
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CATEGm Y 3

LICENSEE MANAGEPENT ATTENTION TO AND INVOLVDENT IN TE

PEPERMANCE OF NUCLEAR SAFETY OR SAFEGlRADS ACTIVITIES

ARE fUT SLFFICIENT. TE LICENSEE'S PERRRMANCE DTS NUT

- SIGNIFICANTLY EXCEED THAT lEEDED TO PEET MINIMAL REELATmY

REQUIREMENTS. LICENSEE RES0lRCES APPEAR TO E STRAIED OR

NOT EFFECTIVELY USED. FRC ATTDITION SH0JLD EE IN3 TEASED

ABOVE NORt%L LEVELS.

.

e

I

|

-
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SIIDETFS

ESTABLISifENT CF SAFETY EINNTOIT Pfl00 RAM (EP)
*

FACILITY LPGRAES-

,

SYSTEMS ENGIEER CCIUPT --

DERALL STAFF INCREASES-

ItJCLEAR SAFETY REVIEW GRCLP--

[- IESIGN EASIS RECONSTITUTION FROGRAM

Pfl00EDLRE LPGRADE PROGPR1
'

-
.

.

DDGENCY PPEPARERESS LPGRAE '>-

SAFETY REVIEW CGNITTEES-

WGANIZATIM REALIGWENT
-

-

EXPERIENCED #0 kN0KEDGEABLE GROUP 0F LICENSED REACTm
*

0FBATORS #0 t'AINTDMCE PERS0ffEL

OEMLL L&! PERS0MEL TlENOWR RATE
*

.

,

'

>

l

.
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IEAKNESSES

PROCELlRAL CGPLIANCE
*

TEO NICAL C0KIENT OF PROCEDURES
*

ftHER OF ON-SHIFT LICENSED OPERATORS
*

FAILUPE OF SECURITY PANAGDEKI TO FOCUS ON TIE
*

DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES OF TE SECLEITY F(RCE

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
*

fWAGEENT DOES NOT TAKE A PROACTIVE ROLE IN TIE
*

LICENSED CPERATOR RECUALIFICATION PROGR/11

.
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PLAhT OPERATIONS

CATEGORY 2

EIRENGTHS

LICENSED TERATOR EXPERIEfEE AND KNOWLEDGE !
*

1

PLANT 1.ABELING, H0llSEKEEPING, AND APPEARANCE ItPROETENTS I*

|
RET 0NSE TO TERATING PROBLEMS

*

lifRWEPelT IN CONTROL ROOM ACTIVITIES
*

LW PERSGtEL TlRNWER RATE
*'

)OMESSES

1EOMICAL CONTENT T PROCEDlPES
*

PROCEDLRAL CGPLIANCE
*

t%NAGEENT T0lRS T PUNT
*

IUTER T LICENSED OR-SHIFT PERS0ffEL
*

FEC0f4ENDFD L ICENT ACTim

- CONTitLE SAFETY EffiANCEENT PROGRAM !!PLEENTATION
*

STRESS PROCEDLRAL C& PLIANCE
*

INCREASE TWVEENT ATTENTION IN HIRIfE AND TRAINING
*

REACTOR OPERATm s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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. RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS

,

CATEGORY 2
1

.

STRENGTHS

AWANIS IN SElf-IEldlFICATION OF PROBLEMS
*

MANAGEENT RESP 0NSE TO PROBLEMS
*

LW PERSGHEM DPOSlRE HISTORY
*

LOW PERS0PtEL TtRMNER RATE
*

,

CEMISTRY AND RADIOLOGICAL WASTE PANAGEIB.'T PROGRAMS
*

Wh0 ESSES

PROCEDLEtL COPPLIANE
*

RECGfENrFn LICB6FF ACTION

CONTINUE RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION PROGRAM ENHANCBBITS
*

STRESS PROCEDURAL CRPLIANCE
*

.
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MAINTENANCE /SLEVEILLANE

CATEGORY 2

SE2EEi

SKILL Ato LGE-TERf1 STABILITY OF MAINTENANCE GRQF (DEPT 18C)
*

IPPLWTATim @ THE PLAtMF-THE-DAY CONCEPT
*

f.32ES|Ei
*

HIGH TIRNOVER RATE IN TE fiA!NTEENCE ISC GR0lP

FROCECEE GIALITY
*

PROCEDLRAL CGPLIAICE IN llE mlNTEMEE GR0lP
*

REVIEW 0F DATA FRm CORE Pm?ICS TESTING
*

-ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
*

RECGFTEFFD LICENW ACTION

C0ffTIt'UE SAFETY ENHANCElBIT PROGRK1 IIFLEENTATION
*

IIPROVE FROCECWAL COPLIA IV*

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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RERCiENCY PREPAREDNESS

CATEGmY 2

STRcNGiliS

FANAGEIST C0ffil1 TENT TO IffRWING PROGRAN
*

RESPONSE TO EXERCISE lEAKNFNK-

INITIATION OF PROGRAM IffROBENTS-

!ERNFCSFE

NLfEOUS DERCISE if# ESSES
*

RFfDfENnFU LICEfEFF ACTim

CONTI?AJE SAFETY EMWEDDT PROGRMI IM.E!MATION
*

ff,NAGEENT ATTENTIm TO PREVENT RECURRENCE OF EXERCISE 1EAKNEc2*

.
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SEClRITY

CATEGmY 2

STRENGTHS

(1ANAGEit7(T CGMITENT TO TE SECIRITY UPGRADE PROGR#i
*

INCREASE OF ARED SEGRITY GJARDS
*

WEMFecFS

LA3 7 MANAGDDir DERS'.EIT IN DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES
*

RECURRihG SEGRITY PRGLIN
*

REC 0tENTA LICBMF ACTION

CONTITUE ItPLEENTATIm T SEGRITY LPGPADE PROGR#1
*

MANAGEiBIT CVERSIGHT AND STPORT OF DAY-TO-DAY ACTIVITIES
*

OF TE SECIRITY FORT

,
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ENGIMTRING/TECHN! CAL SLPPmT
|

CATEGORY 2

STRENGTHS

*

SYSTEMS ENGIEER CGCEPT
,

*

ESIGN BASIS ECGISTITilTION PROGRAM
*

EW TRAINING FACILITY
*

STRICT SECOGRY WATER CHEMISTRY PROGR#1 s

EAKESSES
*

TECHNICAL CONTENT T PROEDlRES
*

MANAGBENT (NERSIGHT & TE LICENSED OPERATCR ERIALIFICATION
l

-PROGRAM

REC 0ftENDED LICBFFF ACTIGl

*

CONTINUE SAFETY ENHANCDelf PROGRAM IWLEENTATION
"

. IPROVE THE OVERSIGHT OF TE LICBED OPERATOR EQlALIFICATION
PROGRAM

.
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SAFETY ASESSENT/GLIALITY VERIFICATION

CATEffRY 2 i

-

STREPETHS

DPAi2ED PUfERSHIP IN TE PLANT REVIEW COMITTEE #0 ADDED i*

OUTSIDE CQtSLLTANTS TO TE SAFETY AUDIT APO REVIEW C&NITTEE !

*
ESTABLISED NUCLEAR SAFETY' REVIEW GROLP

WEAKfESSES

*
OA AUDITS AND SURVEILLANCE CDPLIANCE ORIENTED

EAK ROOT CAUSE DETEP111NATI0fG
*

StallTTALS TO NRR
*

REC 0iMNDED LICEfMF ACTION

CONTit!UE SAFE 1Y DiMNCBEli PROGRAM llPLEPE! RATION
*

ADDITIONAL t%NAGBER ATTEllTION TO TE SUBMISSIONS TO PER
*

ADDIT 10fML MANAGBER ATTENTION TO IPPRWE ROOT CAUSE I*

rEfEFJ11t!ATIONS

PROVIDE TIELY STAFFlfE AND TRAINitE CF TE P0 CLEAR SAFETY REVIEW
*

GROUP
-

e
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Attachment 2-

PRINCIPAL ATTENDEES-
> .

Name Affiliation
'

R.' Martin NRC-RIV-
J. M11hoan NRC-RIV.

'
,,

- J.'Jaudon NRC-RIV
A. Beach .NRC-RIV;

' T. Westerman -NRC-RIV
J. Sharkey: -NRC-NRRL
A..Bournia NRC-NRR'

' P. Harrell NRC-RIV~
- T. Reis NRC-RIV
W. Jones ~- -0 PPD

, - K. Morris: OPPD
S. Ganbhir OPPD
R. Andrews OPPD

J. Fisicaro OPPD
-"? G. Peterson. OPPD

,
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